There are striking similarities between the problem of designlng distributive algorithms to take advantage of the CODcurrent and parallel features of the new generation of computers and the problem of designing an efficient organization to accomplish a specified goal. For both, the objective is to parcel the workload among the various participating units in an efficient, an organization is to achieve a stated objective. So. the major obstacle is to understand hOI; to start with the stated objectives and then extract. from these goals the appropriate structures -structures that caD be exploited to create the organization. The principal purpose of this paper is to attack this problem by developing a geometric characterization of this design problem. The geometric constructs introduced here expose the structures associated Kith the universal issues i) of determining the kind of inforJUltion each unit needs to convey in order to achieve a stated objective and ii) of establishing the reporting structure of who reports what to whom. Because my emphasis is to introduce same of the underlying basic concepts, I treat here only a simplified model where l ignore the many other related probleas. A more coaplete description is planned for elsewhere.
To state the problem in a simple setting, let the objective be given by the smooth function representing the data available to the i~h unit (processor, department, individual, agent, etc.). The function F represents the specified objectives.
In a computational problem, F may be a function that is to be evaluated where the relevant data is divided so that processor i can access only the data represented in Rkti), i = I, .
• ,j. For a hypothetical organizational example, consider a firm trying to optimize profits coming from sales of a particular product. Let a vector in Rktl) represent data about potential markets, Rk(2) represent data about costs and availability of raw materials needed for production, and Rk(3) represent other technical variables. Let F represent either the optimal profits, or the output of the product that will achieve the maximal maximal profits with the current environment. ihe goal is to efficiently transfer information (or partiai computations, partially constructed products, etc.) so that F is realized.
The objective function F specifies what is to be done -the goais. Once F is given, the object is to find the ways -the organizations -so that the task of realizing F is divided among the several cooperating units. To do this, (In general it is not obvious how to define gli; indeed, finding guidelines for an appropriate selection of these functions is major aspect of the design problem.) Let. l = (mll"",m 1 j ) e Rl denote the vector of the first stage computations. At the second stage, each unit can use not only its assigned data, but also the partiaI computations, br messages .1, transaitted at the first stage.
This means that the computations at the second stage CaD be denoted by e R. The general situation at the Qth stage is that the i th unit can use all of the partial computations, or messages, from the other units as weIl as the original data Xi' Therefore the computation at this stage is
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i.e., this computation is represented by a function
~here at e RJ is the vector of partial computations at the k~h step, k = 1, •• , a-l.
At some step it may be that certain units have nothing to contribute or do. This is the situation if, for instance, a particular unit cannot proceed with meaningful work until it receives certain messages froa specified other units. The above modeling admits such circumstances by defining the particular function to be go. = O.
l Suppose it takes a stages of partial computations to determine the value of F. I model this b~' assuming that all but one of the uni ts complete their partiai computations at the (a-l)th step. The remaining unit uses the aessages of partial computations and its data to compute the value of F.I Namely, I
assume there is a specific index s so that Because at certain stages some of the units may not be transmitting a message, the effective messages -the images of the g functions -iorm only a linear subspace of (RJ)a. Let M, the message space, denote this llnear subspace. As a third issue. note that it is of value to understand the "kind of observation.
An advantage of Theorem l is that there exists two characterization of the single shot mechanisms (Hurwic~y Reiter, and Saari [4J, and Saari (5] ). For the purposes of this paper, I &dopt the cbaracterization in Saari [5, 6] because it is more general and it appears to be computationally easier to use.
According to Theorem l, this characlerization can be invoked to limit the possible choices of the communication networks. This is because the communication networks are those single shot aechanisms that satisfy an additional rank condition. 2 2. These rank conditions are tbe obvious ones required to take the equation for the single shot mechanism and solve them to obtain a communication network.
In general there are infinitely many choices of {GOt} functions that give rise to the same information sets. 3 However, a given set {Go i } can be pared to a basic set byeliminating redundancies. This is the purpose of the following set of efficiency assumptions. In these conditions, treat {Go j J as a mapping from Rk(l}x •• Rk(j}xM into an Euclidean space that agrees with the number of GQ. functions. bundle now are expressed in terms of a condition on the ideal; it must be a differential ideal. These concepts lead to the following statement. For a proor, a discussion of these terms, and more details, along with apartial history of this problem see Saari [5] .
3. This is why I place more emphasis on the "kinds of information" than on the actual single shot mechanisms or communication networks. In fact, a useful equivalence relationship can be defined among the mechanisms (the communication networks) in terms of these level sets. In this sanner, networks that seem to have little to do with each other can be shown to be equivalent. In other words, the messages are equivalent to the first unit transmitting the value of x to the second unit. This means that the accompanying mechanism is (equivalent to) a parameter transfer. Hence, assume that I} = <dxF = Liyidx i , dYl,dY2>' A similar argument shows that to avoid a parameter transfer of the y values, 1 2 = <dy = LiXidYi,dxl,dx2)' Consequently, 1= (LiXidy i , ~iYidxi>' It remains to determine whether Il' 1 2 , and I are differential ideals.
Trivially, Il and lz are differential ideals. One way to show this is to note that r 1 = (LiYidxi).dYl.dyz is a three-form. A necessary and sufficient conditian for Il to be a differential ideal is that dw.r 1 = O where w is any one form from Il' But, dw.r is a five-for~ in a four dimensional space, so it must be identically zero.
An alternative argument proving that Il is a differential ideal uses the fact that this is so iff there is an associated foliation identified with Il'
This foliation is given by the intersection of the level sets (in R Z xR2) of F, fl = Yl' and f z = Y Z ' A similar argument proves that I z also is a differential ideal.
The final step is to show that I is not a differential ideal. First, r = (Liyidx j ).(LiXidy i ) 1 O and d(~ixidYi) = ~idxi-dYi' A necessary and sufficient conditian for I to be a differential ideal is that d(Lixidyi).r = O. However, a direct computatian proves that d(~iXidYi).r 1 o. Because I is not a differential ideal, there does not exist a single shot mechanism with n 1 =n z =1.
This means that any single shot meehanism associated with F must involve adding another independent one-form either to Ilar to I z ' and, henee, to I. Suppose this one form is added to Il' As shown above, the addition of this independent one-form makes Il = <dxl,dxz,dYl,dyz>' In tum, this means that the kind of information assoeiated with the meehanism is equivalent to a parameter transfer of the x values to the other unit. Namely, for this ehoice of F, all single shot mechanisms are equivalent to the parameter transfer meehanism. 
Characterization of the Communications Networks.
The characterization of communieation networks also can be expressed in terms of differential ideals, except several more ideals are required. These additional ideals aeeount for the rank eonditions needed to ensure that the equations for a single shot mechanism can be solved to determine the associated communication network. Again, for any F, there are an infinite number of assoeiated communication networks, so the first task is to eliminate certain redundancies. As in the previous sectian, this is don e by imposing efficiency assumptions. In these conditions, consider only the non-constant functions in {ga.} and treat the remaining funetions as defining a mapping. l show that F admits a (1,1) single shot mechanism; tbat is, there is a single shot mechanism with n 1 =n 2 =1. This conclusion is by no aeans obvious. What is even less obvious is how to decompose F into the appropriate messages from the two units. Therefore, it is worth noting how the structures of the ideals lead to the resulting mechanism.
If F admits a (1,1) mechanism, then Il must be <dxF;dyl,dY2} and 1 2 = <d y Fjdx 1 ,dx 2 > where, as in Example 1, dxF and dyF are, respectively, the part of dF that has only dX j differentials and dY j differentials. If w 1 = (l-xly} )2d x F and w 2 = [(1-X1Y 1 )2/x1ldyF, then Il = <w l ,dy l ,dy 2 >, 1 2 = <w Z ,dx 1 ,dx 2 >, 1= <w 1 ,w 2 >, w 1 = (Y2+x2Yl )dx 1 + (1 -xIY l )dx 2 , and w2 = (x 1 y 2 +x 2 )dY 1 +
(1 -xtYl)dY2' By using argument similar to those found in Example 1, it follows that Il and 1 2 are differential ideals. Thus it suffices to show that I is a differential ideal. By following the scheme described in Saari [5, 6] , the single shot mechanism given by the G4. The described message systea follows immediately.
Exaaple 5. As a final example, I consider F:RnxR n --) R that is given by the scalar product; F{x,y) = Isxsys' According to botb Abelson's and Cben's Theorems, the total information transfer must be at least n -tbe same as for a parameter transfer. However, a parameter transfer requires 8 = n + 1. Therefore, it is worth questioning whether F admits co.munication networks other than the parameter transfer that per.it P < n + 1. The best one can do is if at If d~,wZ admits any terms of the form L i (y).dx j (but not of the fona Li (y).dg l } or ') (y).dxH(x,y)} then the differential ideal condition will not be satisfied. To show when dXyF.r E O, note that the basis for the two-foras of this mixed type can be divided into four parts. First, take the space generated by the {dx i } and find another basis specified in two orthogonal parts -pI} = {dg a } (x)} and pz) = {li, l}' Likewise, do the same for the space generated by {dYi} where the division is plZ = {dgaz(Y)} and pzz = {Ti,Z}' The n 2 terms in the basis for the mixed two-forms is gi ven b~' the wedge products of one-forms from one set with the other. Thus, any components of dXyF with a term in either 
